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Architectural Review Board
Staff Report (ID # 11270)

Report Type:

Action Items

Meeting Date: 5/21/2020

Summary Title:

486 Hamilton: Mixed Use with Four Units (1st Formal)

Title:

PUBLIC HEARING / QUASI-JUDICIAL. 486 Hamilton Avenue
[19PLN-00347]: Consideration of a Major Architectural Review
to Allow the Demolition of a 2,500 Square Foot Commercial
Building and the Construction of a New Three-Story Mixed-Use
Project Including 2,500 Square Feet of Retail Space, 2,500
Square Feet of Office Space, and Four Residential Units.
Environmental Assessment: Pending. Zoning District: CD-C(P)
(Downtown Commercial). For More Information Contact the
Project
Planner
Samuel
Gutierrez
at
samuel.gutierrez@cityofpaloalto.org.

From:

Jonathan Lait

Recommendation
The Architectural Review Board (ARB) is requested to take the following action(s):
1. Consider the proposed project and provide feedback on the project design to staff and
applicant.
2. Continue the public hearing to a date uncertain to enable the applicant to submit
landscape plans and staff to review the project in accordance with CEQA.

Report Summary
The applicant proposes a three-story, mixed-use replacement building on a 5,375 square foot
parcel. The site is a corner parcel at Hamilton Avenue and Cowper Street, in the University
South neighborhood. The new building would replace a single-story commercial structure built
in 1956, not yet evaluated for its potential historic significance. The project includes a basement
(for parking & other service space), ground-floor retail (replacing the existing commercial
space), office and one residential unit on the second floor, and three residential units on the
third floor. The project is subject to architectural review findings, context-based design criteria,
and compliance with the Downtown Design Guide.
City of Palo Alto
Planning & Development Services
250 Hamilton Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94301
(650) 329-2442
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As designed, the project requires a Design Enhancement Exception for additional setback
encroachment for a stairway and elevator. The project also includes a 30% parking adjustment
to the required parking via joint use (shared) facilities and transportation and alternative
parking. This reduction is justified through the implementation of a Transportation Demand
Management (TDM) program. The City anticipates the project qualifies for an exemption from
the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) pursuant to the infill development exemption.

Background
Project Information
Owner:
Architect:
Representative:
Legal Counsel:
Property Information
Address:
Neighborhood:
Lot Dimensions & Area:
Housing Inventory Site:
Located w/in a Plume:
Protected/Heritage Trees:
Historic Resource(s):

Existing Improvement(s):
Existing Land Use(s):
Adjacent Land Uses &
Zoning:

Cheshill Palo Alto, LLC
Le Architecture
Kim Tran
None

486 Hamilton Avenue
University South
125 feet x 44 feet (5,375 square feet)
No
No
None on-site; Street trees to remain
Not listed and not previously studied for potential historic eligibility.
identified; A review of the building’s potential eligibility is underway
to ensure an exemption from CEQA is the appropriate process.
2,457 square feet; one-story; 20 feet tall; built in 1956
Commercial—restaurant, dry cleaners
North:
CD-C(P)
West:
CD-C(P)
(office,
East:
CD-C(P)
(office)
built
South: CD-C(P) (beauty salon)

(offices)
retail)
in
1898

Aerial View of Property:
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Source: Google maps (2020)

Land Use Designation & Applicable Plans
Zoning Designation:
Downtown Commercial with Pedestrian Shopping Combining District
[CD-C(P)]
Comp. Plan Designation:
Community Commercial
Context-Based
Design Criteria:
Yes
Downtown Urban
Design Guide:
Yes
South of Forest Avenue
Coordinated Area Plan:
Not Applicable
Baylands Master Plan:
Not Applicable
El Camino Real Design
Guidelines (1976 / 2002): Not Applicable
Proximity to Residential
Uses or Districts (150'):
Not Applicable
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Located w/in the Airport
Not Applicable
Influence Area:
Prior City Reviews & Action
City Council:
PTC:
HRB:
ARB:

None
None
None
August 1, 2019 -- Preliminary Architectural Review
https://tinyurl.com/ARB-8-1-2019-StaffReport
https://tinyurl.com/ARB-8-1-2019-video

At the August 1, 2019 Preliminary Review meeting, the ARB provided the following suggestions
and recommendations:
x Eliminate a floor and reduce the height of the building
x Provide more landscaping
x Blank walls need to be enhanced
x Need small human-scale details
x Needs more residential feel on the upper floors

Project Description
The applicant proposes to demolish the existing building (2,457 square feet) and surface
parking lot at 486 Hamilton Avenue and Cowper Street. In its place, the applicant proposes
construction of a new three-story, mixed-use building (one basement level), including four
residential units (982 average square feet), retail space (2,466 square feet), and office space
(2,538 square feet), with parking located within the basement (mechanical lift and surface
parking).
Table 1: Summary of Project
Floor
Uses
Basement
Parking (vehicular/bicycle), trash & utilities
Level 1
Retail, shared circulation & portion of parking lift system
Level 2
Residential, office, bicycle parking & shared circulation
Level 3
Residential
Total

Square feet
558
3,243
3,514
3,435
10,750

In response to the preliminary architectural review comments, the applicant proposes a lower
height building than shown during the preliminary review. This was accomplished by shifting
parking, trash, and some utility space into the basement.
The applicant proposes a contemporary design using a direct-applied plaster system (exterior
wall cladding systems that have a synthetic/polymer stucco finish coat applied to them),
stainless steel railings, bird-safe windows, and metal trim and coping treatments. The
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residential units would have private open space balconies. The project exhibits floor to ceiling
windows and a muted color palette.
The basement would include 13 parking spaces for the project. Mechanical lifts would provide
nine spaces, while the remaining four spaces would be standard spaces. Areas for trash and
other utilities would occupy floor space within the basement.
Requested Entitlements, Findings and Purview:
The following discretionary applications are being requested:
x Architectural Review – Major (AR): The process for evaluating this type of application is
set forth in PAMC 18.77.070. AR applications are reviewed by the ARB and
recommendations are forwarded to the Planning & Development Services Director for
action within five business days of the Board’s recommendation. Action by the Director
is appealable to the City Council if filed within 14 days of the decision. AR projects are
evaluated against specific findings. All findings must be made in the affirmative to
approve the project. Failure to make any one finding requires project redesign or denial.
The findings to approve an AR application are provided in Attachment B.
x Design Enhancement Exception (DEE): A request to allow for additional encroachment
into the rear setback for the stairway and elevator (greater than 10 feet). The process
for evaluating this type of application is set forth in PAMC 18.76.050. DEE applications
are reviewed by the ARB and recommendations are typically forwarded to the Planning
& Development Services Director for action within five business days of the ARB’s
recommendation. Action by the Director is appealable to the City Council if filed within
14 days of the decision. DEE projects are evaluated against specific findings. All findings
must be made in the affirmative to approve the project. Failure to make any one finding
requires project redesign or denial. The findings for a DEE application are provided in
Attachment B.

Analysis1
Consistency with the Comprehensive Plan, Area Plans and Guidelines 2
The Comprehensive Plan includes Goals, Policies, and Programs that guide the physical form of
the City. The Comprehensive Plan provides the basis for the City’s development regulations and
City staff uses the document to regulate building and development and make
recommendations on projects. Further, ARB Finding #1 requires that the design be consistent
and compatible with applicable elements of the Palo Alto Comprehensive Plan.

1

The information provided in this section is based on analysis prepared by the report author prior to the public
hearing. The Architectural Review Board in its review of the administrative record and based on public testimony
may reach a different conclusion from that presented in this report and may choose to make alternative findings. A
change to the findings may result in a final action that is different from the staff-recommended action in this
report.

2

The
Palo
Alto
Comprehensive
Plan
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/gov/topics/projects/landuse/compplan.asp

is

available

online:
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The Comprehensive Plan land use designation for the project site is Community Commercial,
which includes larger shopping centers and districts that have a wider variety of goods and
services than the neighborhood shopping areas. They rely on larger trade areas and include
such uses as department stores, bookstores, furniture stores, toy stores, apparel shops,
restaurants, theaters, and non-retail services such as banks. Non-retail uses, such as medical
and dental offices and software development, may also locate in this designation. The
Downtown is an example of a Community Commercial area. Mixed-use projects may locate in
this area. Non-residential floor area ratios (FARs) range from 0.35 to 2.0. Consistent with the
Comprehensive Plan’s encouragement of housing near transit centers, higher density multifamily housing may be allowed.
The following are notable policies relevant to the project:
x Policy L-1.3: Infill development in the urban service area should be compatible with its
surroundings and the overall scale and character of the city to ensure a compact,
efficient development pattern.
x Policy L-1.11: Hold new development to the highest development standards in order to
maintain Palo Alto’s livability and achieve the highest quality development with the
least impacts.
x Policy L-3.1: Ensure that new or remodeled structures are compatible with the
neighborhood and adjacent structures.
x Policy L-4.3: Encourage street frontages that contribute to retail vitality in all Centers.
Reinforce street corners in a way that enhances the pedestrian realm or that form
corner plazas. Include trees and landscaping.
x Policy T-5.1: All new development projects should manage parking demand generated
by the project, without the use of on-street parking, consistent with the established
parking regulations. As demonstrated parking demand decreases over time, parking
requirements for new construction should decrease.
On balance, the project is consistent with the policies in the Comprehensive Plan and therefore
fulfills the goals of the Plan as well. Attachment B contains applicable Comprehensive Plan goals
and policies.
Neighborhood Setting and Character
The buildings surrounding the Hamilton Avenue and Cowper Street corner parcel vary
significantly in size, mass, and character. Within the immediate vicinity of the site, building
heights range from single-story to three-stories. Immediately adjacent to the site is a two-story
Victorian building constructed in 1898. Other architecture styles within this area include midcentury modern and Mediterranean. Also, the extended vicinity includes taller buildings, such
as a 12-story residential building and the architecture styles also include contemporary.
Setbacks along Hamilton Avenue and Cowper Street are consistent with most buildings; north
of Hamilton Avenue, most buildings are set at zero setback.
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The proposed building would fit with the architectural character of the vicinity and would
transition in height by one story along Cowper Street (44’-1” to 35’) and two stories to the
adjacent building along Hamilton Avenue (14’-6”); however, it would be a similar height to the
building across Hamilton Avenue (40’). See Sheets A102 and A103 for diagrams depicting
elevations and comparisons to neighboring properties.
Downtown Urban Design Guide
The Downtown Urban Design Guide (Guide) provides direction regarding development and
design in the downtown area. The Guide divides the downtown area into districts, each having
a unique identity and design characteristics. The project site is in the Hamilton Avenue District.
The district promotes Hamilton Avenue as an active mixed-use district that comfortably
accommodates larger scale commercial office, civic, and institutional buildings. An additional
goal of the district is to promote Hamilton Avenue as a pleasing, tree-lined pedestrian
environment with complimentary outdoor amenities.
The project includes retention of ground-floor retail space in a mixed-use building. The massing
appears to complement the surrounding streetscape with transitions from adjacent buildings.
Its Hamilton Avenue elevation lacks interruptions by driveways, and its pedestrian entries are
off Hamilton Avenue adding to the building’s pedestrian character.
Zoning Compliance3
Staff performed a detailed review of the proposed project’s consistency with applicable zoning
standards; Attachment C contains a summary table. The proposed project complies with all
applicable codes, or is seeking, through the requested permits, permission to deviate from
certain code standards, in a manner that is consistent with the Zoning Ordinance.
The applicant would need to adjust the rear elevator location and the rear stairway on the third
floor to meet the 10-foot rear setback for the residential component of the mixed-use project
or seek relief through a Design Enhancement Exception.
Retail Preservation
The project is subject to PAMC 18.40.180 (Retail Preservation). The existing building contains a
restaurant totaling 2,457 square feet. The ground-floor of the proposed project contains 2,172
square feet of retail space and 294 square feet of shared space that provides access to the
floors above for a total of 2,466 square feet. The project has therefore met its reconstruction
requirement.
Design Enhancement Exception (DEE)
The applicant proposes a DEE for the encroachment of the stairwell and elevator on Level 3 into
the rear setback. The required rear yard setback (for the property line opposite Cowper Street)
is zero feet for the commercial portion of a mixed-use project and 10 feet for the residential
portion of the project. Along a nine-foot stretch, the stairwell has a zero setback and the
3

The Palo Alto Zoning Code is available online: http://www.amlegal.com/codes/client/palo-alto_ca
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elevator has a five-foot setback. Either the applicant needs to adjust the stairs and elevator or if
the ARB and the Director deem the encroachment of these elements into the rear setback as
acceptable and supported with findings, a DEE may be granted. Staff would appreciate the
ARB’s discussion of this item.
Multi-Modal Access & Parking
Vehicle Access
The applicant proposes, in a one-level underground parking garage, nine parking spaces in a
parking lift and four standard spaces, for a total of 13 spaces. Access to the garage is through a
driveway on Cowper Street. It is the City’s preference to have the access to the garage on
Cowper Street rather than Hamilton Avenue, an arterial road.
According to the PAMC, a two-way driveway should be a minimum of 20 feet wide for projects
including non-residential uses. Based on the project site plan, the Cowper Street driveway
would be 18 feet wide, which does not meet the City standard; however, as determined by the
Office of Transportation, the width is adequate to allow for a duck-out for a vehicle to allow
passage and not create conflicts. Staff recommends a condition of approval installing a warning
system at the end of the two-way section on the ramp to stop inbound traffic so that cars
would not try to go in and out simultaneously. In addition, another condition of approval would
include indicators of how many retail spaces are available to those wanting to enter the garage.
Parking
Based on the City’s parking requirements, the project would be required to provide 18 parking
spaces. The project provides 13 parking spaces contained in mechanical lifts and as standard
spaces.
The mechanical lift is a three-level lift system that goes down into a pit lower than the
basement floor and protrudes through the ground level (See Sheet A601 for a cross-section).
PAMC 18.54.020(b)(4) describes the requirements for mechanical lifts. The specifications
provided by the applicant indicate compliance with the requirement to accommodate mid-size
sport utility vehicles and full-size cars. The zoning code restricts the use of the lifts to only
residential and office users. These daily users would become familiar with the parking system
and layout of the garage. The benefits of having the parking in the garage outweigh providing
the parking at ground level. A surface parking design would lead to a taller building, result in
inconsistencies with maintaining a pedestrian streetscape, and inhibit architectural continuity
along Hamilton Avenue.
The project also requests a Director’s parking adjustment pursuant to PAMC 18.52.050 and
Table 4 of that section. Specifically, the applicant requests adjustments to implement a joint
use parking facility and transportation/parking alternatives, for a 30% reduction. The
applicant’s transportation study substantiates the reduction (Attachment D).
Bicycles
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The project includes four long-term bike parking spaces in the below-ground garage in bike
lockers (residential), two long-term bike parking spaces on the second level in bike lockers
(office), and two short-term bike parking spaces at the ground level. This meets the minimum
requirements. The short-term spaces are proposed in bike racks on the Hamilton Avenue
frontage.
Bicycle facilities near the site include Class II bike lanes on University Avenue between San
Francisquito Creek and Fulton Street. There are also bike lanes on Lytton Avenue from Alma
Street to Tasso Street. Bryant Street is a bicycle boulevard between East Meadow Drive and
Palo Alto Avenue. According to the Palo Alto Bicycle & Pedestrian Transportation Plan and the
Comprehensive Plan, the City plans to develop the new bicycle facilities near the project site in
the future.
Pedestrians
The project would maintain the existing detached five-foot sidewalks along its frontages on
Cowper Street and on Hamilton Avenue. The project site connects to nearby destinations by a
complete system of sidewalks and crosswalks. The crosswalks at the signalized intersection of
Hamilton Avenue and Cowper Street do not have pedestrian signal heads and benches are not
currently proposed.
Transit
Caltrain and VTA at the Palo Alto Caltrain station provide extensive transit services. The station
is located about one-half mile west of the site. In addition, the City of Palo Alto operates the
Crosstown Shuttle. The shuttle service provides direct access to the project site, with the
closest shuttle stop approximately 600 feet away on Webster Street. The Crosstown Shuttle
provides access to the Caltrain station.4
Transportation Demand Management
A Transportation Demand Management (TDM) plan was prepared to reduce new trips created
by this project by at least 45%, which is included as Attachment D. Implementation of several
strategies for residents and employees would reduce new trips. Annual monitoring of the TDM
program would occur through both annual surveys to determine mode split and annual
driveway counts to measure the number of peak hour vehicle trips actually generated by the
project. As a condition of approval, annual reports would be provided to the Director two years
after building occupancy and again every year thereafter. These reports would note the
effectiveness of the proposed measures as compared to the initial performance targets, and
implement modifications if necessary, to enhance parking and/or trip reductions.
Consistency with Application Findings
4

At the time of this report’s writing, City Council is considering temporarily eliminating the Crosstown Shuttle due
to anticipated reduced City revenue caused by the economic recession due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Council has
expressed a desire for the Shuttle to return once the economy improves. So, in the future, the Shuttle service may
be restored.
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Architectural Review Findings
Based on the project’s application requests, findings are required for approval of the
Architectural Review, DEE, and Variance. Overall, findings are supportive of the new project for
the Architectural Review and Variance. Unless, the ARB believes that the DEE is appropriate, it
appears that some modifications are necessary to achieve the setbacks for the stairway and the
elevator. To facilitate this discussion, findings for ARB consideration are in Attachment B.
Context-Based Design Criteria and Performance Criteria Considerations and Findings
In addition to Zoning Compliance and Architectural Review approval findings, Context-Based
Design Consideration and Findings found in PAMC Chapter 18.18.110 are applicable to projects
in the downtown commercial zone district. These are also included in Attachment B.

Environmental Review
The subject project is currently being assessed in accordance with the authority and criteria
contained in the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), the State CEQA Guidelines, and
the environmental regulations of the City. It is expected that the project would be exempt
pursuant to Section 15332 (Infill Projects).

Public Notification, Outreach & Comments
The Palo Alto Municipal Code requires notice of this public hearing be published in a local paper
and mailed to owners and occupants of property within 600 feet of the subject property at least
ten days in advance. Notice of a public hearing for this project was published in the Daily Post
on May 8, 2020, which is 13 days in advance of the meeting. Postcard mailing occurred on May
6, 2020, which is 15 days in advance of the meeting.
Public Comments
As of the writing of this report, no project-related public comments were received.
Report Author & Contact Information
Sheldon S. Ah Sing, AICP, Contract Planner
and Samuel Gutierrez, Planner
(650) 329-2225
Samuel.Gutierrez@CityofPaloAlto.org

ARB5 Liaison & Contact Information
Jodie Gerhardt, AICP, Planning Manager
(650) 329-2575
jodie.gerhardt@cityofpaloalto.org

Attachments:
x Attachment A: Location Map (PDF)
x Attachment B: ARB and DEE Findings (DOCX)
x Attachment C: Zoning Comparison Table
(DOCX)
x Attachment D: Transportation Study and Proposed TDM Plan
x Attachment E: Project Plans (DOCX)

5

(PDF)

Emails may be sent directly to the ARB using the following address: arb@cityofpaloalto.org
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ATTACHMENT B
ARB FINDINGS FOR APPROVAL
In order for the ARB to make a future recommendation of approval, the project must comply
with the following Findings for Architectural Review as required in Chapter 18.76.020 of the
PAMC.
Finding #1: The design is consistent with applicable provisions of the Palo Alto
Comprehensive Plan, Zoning Code, coordinated area plans (including compatibility
requirements), and any relevant design guides.
Land Use and Community Design Element
Comprehensive Plan Goal/Policy
Consistency
Regional/Community Commercial: Larger
shopping centers and districts that have a
wider variety of goods and services than the
neighborhood shopping areas. They rely on
larger trade areas and include such uses as
department stores, bookstores, furniture
stores, toy stores, apparel shops, restaurants,
theaters and non-retail services such as
offices and banks. Examples include Stanford
Shopping Center, Town and Country Village
and University venue/Downtown. Non-retail
uses such as medical and dental offices may
also locate in this designation; software
development may also locate Downtown. In
some locations, residential and mixed-use
projects may also locate in this category. Nonresidential FARs range from 0.35 to 2.0.
Consistent with the Comprehensive Plan’s
encouragement of housing near transit
centers, higher density multi-family housing
may be allowed in specific locations.
Policy 7.2: If a proposed project would
substantially affect the exterior of a potential
historic resource that has not been evaluated
for inclusion into the City’s Historic Resources
Inventory, City staff shall consider whether it
is eligible for inclusion in State or federal
registers prior to the issuance of a demolition
or alterations permit. Minor exterior
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improvements that do not affect the
architectural integrity of potentially historic
buildings shall be exempt from consideration.
Examples of minor improvements may include
repair or replacement of features in kind, or
other changes that do not alter characterdefining features of the building.

Finding #2: The project has a unified and coherent design, that:
a. creates an internal sense of order and desirable environment for occupants, visitors,
and the general community,
b. preserves, respects and integrates existing natural features that contribute positively
to the site and the historic character including historic resources of the area when
relevant,
c. is consistent with the context-based design criteria of the applicable zone district,
d. provides harmonious transitions in scale, mass and character to adjacent land uses
and land use designations,
e. enhances living conditions on the site (if it includes residential uses) and in adjacent
residential areas.
The project is consistent with the following Downtown (CD) context-based design criteria:
1. Pedestrian and Bicycle Environment
The design of new projects shall promote pedestrian walkability, a bicycle friendly
environment, and connectivity through design elements
2. Street Building Facades
Street facades shall be designed to provide a strong relationship with the sidewalk and the
street (s), to create an environment that supports and encourages pedestrian activity through
design elements
3. Massing and Setbacks
Buildings shall be designed to minimize massing and conform to proper setbacks
4. Low Density Residential Transitions
Where new projects are built abutting existing lower scale residential development, care shall
be taken to respect the scale and privacy of neighboring properties
5. Project Open Space
Private and public open space shall be provided so that it is usable for the residents and
visitors of the site
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6. Parking Design
Parking shall be accommodated but shall not be allowed to overwhelm the character of the
project or detract from the pedestrian environment
7. Large Multi-Acre Sites
Large sites (over one acre) shall be designed so that street, block, and building patterns are
consistent with those of the surrounding neighborhood
The site is less than an acre in size.
8. Sustainability and Green Building Design
Project design and materials to achieve sustainability and green building design should be
incorporated into the project

Finding #3: The design is of high aesthetic quality, using high quality, integrated materials and
appropriate construction techniques, and incorporating textures, colors, and other details that
are compatible with and enhance the surrounding area.
Finding #4: The design is functional, allowing for ease and safety of pedestrian and bicycle
traffic and providing for elements that support the building’s necessary operations (e.g.
convenient vehicle access to property and utilities, appropriate arrangement and amount of
open space and integrated signage, if applicable, etc.).
Finding #5: The landscape design complements and enhances the building design and its
surroundings, is appropriate to the site’s functions, and utilizes to the extent practical, regional
indigenous drought resistant plant material capable of providing desirable habitat that can be
appropriately maintained.
Finding #6: The project incorporates design principles that achieve sustainability in areas
related to energy efficiency, water conservation, building materials, landscaping, and site
planning.
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Performance Criteria
486 Hamilton Avenue 19PLN-00347
Pursuant to PAMC 18.23, the following performance criteria are intended to provide additional
standards to be used in the design and evaluation of developments in the multi-family,
commercial, and industrial zones. The purpose is to balance the needs of the uses within these
zones with the need to minimize impacts to surrounding neighborhoods and businesses. The
criteria are intended to make new developments and major architectural review projects
compatible with nearby residential and business areas, and to enhance the desirability of the
proposed developments for the site residents and users, and for abutting neighbors and
businesses.
Performance Criteria
18.23.020 Trash Disposal and Recycling
Assure that development provides adequate and
accessible interior areas or exterior enclosures for the
storage of trash and recyclable materials in appropriate
containers, and that trash disposal and recycling areas are
located as far from abutting residences as is reasonably
possible.

Project Consistency
An enclosed integrated trash
facility is located within the
basement, which may need to be
relocated due to requirements.

18.23.030 Lighting
To minimize the visual impacts of lighting on abutting or The project’s photometric plans
nearby residential sites and from adjacent roadways.
demonstrate that project’s
proposed lighting will not impact
the neighbors or the street.
18.23.040 Late Night Uses and Activities
The purpose is to restrict retail or service commercial The current project proposal
businesses abutting (either directly or across the street) or does not include late night uses
within 50 feet of residentially zoned properties or or activities. Future commercial
properties with existing residential uses located within tenants that would like this will
nonresidential zones, with operations or activities need to file for a Conditional Use
between the hours of 10:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. Operations Permit, as required per the
subject to this code may include, but are not limited to, Zoning Code.
deliveries, parking lot and sidewalk cleaning, and/or clean
up or set up operations, but does not include garbage pickup.
18.23.050 Visual, Screening and Landscaping
Privacy of abutting residential properties or properties
with existing residential uses located within nonresidential
zones (residential properties) should be protected by
screening from public view all mechanical equipment and
service areas. Landscaping should be used to integrate a
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Performance Criteria
Project Consistency
project design into the surrounding neighborhood, and to
provide privacy screening between properties where
appropriate.
18.23.060 Noise and Vibration
The requirements and guidelines regarding noise and
vibration impacts are intended to protect residentially
zoned properties or properties with existing residential
uses located within nonresidential zones (residential
properties) from excessive and unnecessary noises and/or
vibrations from any sources in abutting industrial or
commercially zoned properties. Design of new projects
should reduce noise from parking, loading, and refuse
storage areas and from heating, ventilation, air
conditioning apparatus, and other machinery on nearby
residential properties. New equipment, whether mounted
on the exterior of the building or located interior to a
building, which requires only a building permit, shall also
be subject to these requirements.
18.23.070 Parking
The visual impact of parking shall be minimized on
adjacent residentially zoned properties or properties with
existing residential uses located within nonresidential
zones.
18.23.080 Vehicular, Pedestrian and Bicycle Site Access
The guidelines regarding site access impacts are intended
to minimize conflicts between residential vehicular,
pedestrian, and bicycle uses and more intensive traffic
associated with commercial and industrial districts, and to
facilitate pedestrian and bicycle connections through and
adjacent to the project site.
18.23.090 Air Quality
The requirements for air quality are intended to buffer
residential uses from potential sources of odor and/or toxic
air contaminants.

The parking areas are located
underground.

Parking is provided within the
basement of the building.

The project maintains a single
curb-cut for access to a garage.
The project maintains a 5-foot
sidewalk. Bicycle parking is
provided by the project.

No proposed uses on the project
site would produce odor or toxic
air. Future uses are required to
comply with these performance
standards.

18.23.100 Hazardous Materials
In accordance with Titles 15 and 17 of the Palo Alto
This is not applicable to the
Municipal Code, minimize the potential hazards of any use proposed uses associated with
on a development site that will entail the storage, use or the project.
handling of hazardous materials (including hazardous
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Performance Criteria
Project Consistency
wastes) on-site in excess of the exempt quantities
prescribed in Health and Safety Code Division 20, Chapter
6.95, and Title 15 of this code.
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PAMC 18.52.050 Adjustments by the Director
Table 4 Allowable Parking Adjustments:
Joint Use (Shared) Parking Facilities (20% reduction)
For any site or sites with multiple uses where the application of this chapter requires a total of or
more than ten (10) spaces, the total number of spaces otherwise required by application of Table
1 may be reduced when the joint facility will serve all existing, proposed, and potential uses as
effectively and conveniently as would separate parking facilities for each use or site. In making
such a determination, the director shall consider a parking analysis using criteria developed by
the Urban Land Institute (ULI) or similar methodology to estimate the shared parking
characteristics of the proposed land uses. The analysis shall employ the city's parking ratios as
the basis for the calculation of the base parking requirement and for the determination of parking
requirements for individual land uses. The director may also require submittal and approval of a
TDM program to further assure parking reductions are achieved.
Transportation and Parking Alternatives (20% reduction)
Where effective alternatives to automobile access are provided, other than those listed above,
parking requirements may be reduced to an extent commensurate with the permanence,
effectiveness, and the demonstrated reduction of off-street parking demand effectuated by such
alternative programs. Examples of such programs may include, but are not limited to,
transportation demand management (TDM) programs or innovative parking pricing or design
solutions.
Combined Parking Adjustments (30% reduction)
Parking reductions may be granted for any combination of the above circumstances as prescribed
by this chapter, subject to limitations on the combined total reduction allowed.
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Design Enhancement Exception Findings
The design and architecture of the proposed improvements, as conditioned, complies with the
Findings for Design Enhancement Exception as required in Chapter 18.76.050 of the PAMC.
Neither the director, nor the city council on appeal, shall grant a design enhancement
exception unless it is found that:
(1) There are exceptional or extraordinary circumstances or conditions applicable to the
property or site improvements involved that do not apply generally to property in the same
zone district;
(2) The granting of the application will enhance the appearance of the site or structure,
or improve the neighborhood character of the project and preserve an existing or proposed
architectural style, in a manner which would not otherwise be accomplished through strict
application of the minimum requirements of this title (Zoning) and the architectural review
findings set forth in Section 18.76.020(d); and
(3) The exception is related to a minor architectural feature or site improvement that will
not be detrimental or injurious to property or improvements in the vicinity and will not be
detrimental to the public health, safety, general welfare or convenience.
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ATTACHMENT C
ZONING COMPARISON TABLE
486 Hamilton Avenue, 19PLN-00347
Table 1: COMPARISON WITH CHAPTER 18.18 (CD-C DISTRICT)
Mixed-Use Development Standards
Regulation
Minimum Building Setback
Front Yard (Cowper Street)

Rear Yard

Required

Existing

None Required

7 feet

10 feet for residential
portion; no requirement for
commercial portion1

59 feet

Proposed

0 feet = Basement
4’-3” feet = first
floor
0 feet = Upper floors
0 feet = Basement
0 feet = Levels 1 -2
10 feet = Level 3
4 feet = Level 2 & 3
Balconies
Non-Complying
Level 3:
Stairway: 0 feet3
Elevator: 5’-6”3
Basement – Level 3
= 0 feet

Interior Side Yard

None Required

0 feet

Street Side Yard

No requirement

0 feet

0 feet

Maximum Site Coverage
(building footprint)
Landscape Open Space
Coverage
Usable Open Space

None Required

2,537 sf

5,375 sf

20%
1,000 sf
150 sf per unit
600 sf for project

1%
76 sf
0 sf

50 feet

18 feet

Daylight plane height and
slope identical to those of the
most restrictive residential
zone abutting the lot line

Not applicable

22%
1,184 sf
Unit 1: 972 sf
Unit 2: 972 sf
Unit 3: 967 sf
Unit 4: 1017 sf
685 sf total
(Balconies)
37’-8” -- Rooftop
44’-1” – roof
equipment
screening
46’-2” – elevator
equipment
Not applicable

Maximum Height

Daylight Plane for lot lines
abutting one or more
residential zoning districts or
a residential PC district

Page 1 of 2
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Residential Density (net)
Maximum Weighted Average
Residential Unit Size
Maximum Nonresidential
Floor Area Ratio (FAR)
Maximum Residential Floor
Area Ratio (FAR)
Total Floor Area Ratio

No maximum

0

33.3 du/ac

1,500 sf per unit

Not Applicable

982 sf average

1.0:1 FAR
1.0:1

0.47:1 FAR
2,537 sf
Not applicable

2.0:1
10,750 sf

0.47:1
2,537 sf

1.0:1 FAR
5,375 sf
1.0:1 FAR
5,375 sf
2.0:1
10,750 sf

1 Balconies may extend up to 6' into the setback (for a 4’ setback).
2 Stairway and elevator would need to be adjusted or require a DEE.

18.18.100 Performance Standards. In addition to the standards for development prescribed above, all
development shall comply with the performance criteria outlined in Chapter 18.23 of the Zoning Ordinance. All
mixed use development shall also comply with the provisions of Chapter 18.23 of the Zoning Ordinance.
18.18.110 Context-Based Design Criteria. As further described in a separate attachment, development in a
commercial district shall be responsible to its context and compatible with adjacent development, and shall
promote the establishment of pedestrian oriented design.

Table 2: CONFORMANCE WITH CHAPTER 18.52 (Off-Street Parking and Loading)
for Mixed-Use Projects
Type
Vehicle Parking

Bicycle Parking

Loading Space

Required
Existing
Residential: 2/unit = 8
9 spaces
Retail (intensive)1: First 1,500
sf excluded (2,172 -1,500 =
672/250 = 2.68)
Office: 1,854 sf / 250 sf = 7.42
spaces
Total: 18 spaces or 13 spaces
with 30% adjustment
Residential: 1 Long-term per 0
unit (4)
Retail: 1 per 2,000 sf = 1 longterm & 1 short-term
Office: 1 per 2,500 sf = 1
long-term & 1 short-term
Total = 6 long-term & 2 shortterm

Proposed
13 spaces2

Retail: 0 – 4,999 = 0
Office: 0 – 4,999 sf = 0

0

0

Long Term: 6
(4 in basement and 2
on level 2)
Short Term: 2
(at ground level)

1 PAMC 18.52.040 Table 1(4): First 1,500 sf of retail is excluded from parking requirement.
2 PAMC 18.52.050 Table 4, Parking Adjustments by Director: Requesting joint use parking and Transportation and Parking Alternatives for a maximum
30% reduction.
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Memorandum
Date:

April 16, 2020

To:

Ms. Nancy Tariga, Le Architecture

From:

Gary Black
Selvi Sivaraj

Subject:

Transportation Study for 486 Hamilton Avenue in Palo Alto, California

Hexagon Transportation Consultants, Inc. has completed a transportation study for the proposed
mixed-use development at 486 Hamilton Avenue in Palo Alto, California (see Figure 1). The project
proposes a mixed-use building with four residential units, 2,172 square feet of retail space, and
1,854 square feet of office space. The site is currently occupied by a retail and restaurant building.
The existing building would be demolished and replaced with a three-story building and
underground parking garage with 13 parking spaces. Vehicular access to the garage would be
provided via a driveway on Cowper Street (see Figures 2 and 3).
The purpose of the transportation analysis is to determine whether the project would require any
improvements to the nearby transportation system, would provide adequate site access, and would
provide sufficient parking. The study comprises vehicular trip generation estimates, a
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) plan, an evaluation of the site access and on-site
circulation, a shared parking analysis, evaluation of the existing pedestrian, bicycle, and transit
facilities, and the parking management plan.

Existing Roadway Network
Regional access to the project site is provided by US 101 and El Camino Real (SR 82). Local site
access is provided by Embarcadero Road, Middlefield Road, University Ave, Hamilton Avenue, and
Cowper Street. These facilities are described below. For the purposes of this study, US101 and El
Camino Real are considered to run north-south, as are all streets parallel to them.
US 101 is a north-south, eight to ten-lane freeway in the vicinity of the site. US 101 extends
northward through San Francisco and southward through San Jose. Access to and from the project
study area is provided via interchanges at Embarcadero Road and University Avenue.
El Camino Real is a north-south, six-lane divided arterial in the vicinity of the site. It extends from
Mission Street in Colma to The Alameda in Santa Clara. According to the Palo Alto Comprehensive
Plan, an arterial is defined as a major roadway that mainly serves through-traffic to and from
expressways and freeways. The speed limit on El Camino Real is 35 MPH. There are sidewalks on
both sides of the road in the project vicinity. This road provides access to the project site via
University Avenue to Cowper Street.
Embarcadero Road is a four-lane roadway in the vicinity of the site. Embarcadero Road extends
eastward from El Camino Real to Palo Alto Airport. According to the Palo Alto Comprehensive Plan,
this roadway is classified as a residential arterial, which is defined as a major roadway that mainly
serves through-traffic to and from expressways and freeways but also has residential uses on both
sides of the street. The speed limit on Embarcadero is 25 MPH. There are sidewalks on both sides
of the road in the project vicinity. Embarcadero Road provides access to the project site via Cowper
Street.
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Site Location
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Figure 2
Site Plan - Level 1 Floor Plan
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Middlefield Road is a four-lane roadway that extends north from Central Expressway to Jefferson
Avenue. According to the Palo Alto Comprehensive Plan, this roadway is classified as a residential
arterial. Sidewalks are available on both sides of Middlefield Road. The posted speed limit on
Middlefield Road is 25 MPH. Middlefield Road passes near the project site and provides access via
Hamilton Avenue and Cowper Street.
University Avenue is a two-lane roadway that extends from Bayfront Expressway to El Camino
Real, where it transitions into Palm Drive. University Avenue has an interchange with US101.
According to the Palo Alto Comprehensive Plan, this roadway is classified as both an arterial and
residential arterial street. As the street approaches west towards El Camino Real it transitions from
residential arterial into an arterial street. Sidewalks and on-street parking are available on both
sides of University Avenue in the project vicinity. The posted speed limit on University Avenue is 25
MPH. University Avenue provides access to the project site via Cowper Street.
Hamilton Avenue is a two-lane roadway that extends from Alma Street to Greer Road where it
transitions into Ivy Lane. According to the Palo Alto Comprehensive Plan, this roadway is classified
as a collector street from Center Drive to Middlefield Road and then transitions into an arterial
street. A collector street is defined as a roadway that collects and distributes local traffic to and from
arterial streets and provides access to adjacent properties. Sidewalks and on-street parking are
available on both sides of Hamilton Avenue in the project vicinity. The posted speed limit on
Hamilton Avenue is 25 MPH. This road provides access to the project site via Cowper Street.
Cowper Street is a two-lane collector street that extends from East Meadow Drive to Palo Alto
Avenue. Sidewalks and on-street parking are available on both sides of Cowper Street in the project
vicinity. Cowper Street provides direct access to the project site.

Project Trip Generation
Through empirical research, data have been collected that indicate the amount of traffic that can be
expected to be generated by many types of land uses, including offices and apartments. The
standard trip generation rates come from the publication titled Institute of Transportation Engineers
(ITE) Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition (2017). The average trip generation rates for Retail (Land
Use 820), General Office Building (Land Use 710) and Low-Rise Multifamily Housing (Land Use
220) were applied to the project. Low-rise multifamily housing is defined as apartments,
townhouses, and condominiums located within the same building with at least three other dwelling
units and that have one or two levels (floors).
Based on the project description and ITE rates for Retail, General Office Building and Multifamily
Housing, the proposed development would generate a total of 141 gross daily vehicle trips, with 8
gross trips (5 inbound and 3 outbound) occurring during the AM peak hour and 15 gross trips (7
inbound and 8 outbound) occurring during the PM peak hour.
Trips being generated by the existing retail building on the site can be subtracted from the project
trip estimates. The rates published for Retail (Land Use 820) were used to estimate the trips that
are being generated by the retail uses. Based on the ITE trip generation rates, the retail uses are
generating a total of 93 gross daily vehicle trips, with 2 gross trips (1 inbound and 1 outbound)
occurring during the AM peak hour and 9 gross trips (4 inbound and 5 outbound) occurring during
the PM peak hour.

Net Project Trips
After subtracting the trips generated by the existing buildings on the site, the project is estimated to
produce a net increase of 48 daily trips with an increase of 6 new trips during the AM peak hour,
and 6 new trips during the PM peak hour.
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Table 1
Project Trip Generation Estimates
ITE
Land Use

Code

Daily
Size

Rate Trips

AM Peak Hour
Rate

In

PM Peak Hour

Out Total

Rate

In

Out Total

Proposed Land Use
Office

712

1.854 ksf

16.19

30

1.92

3

1

4

2.45

2

3

5

Retail

820

2.172 ksf

37.75

82

0.94

1

1

2

3.81

4

4

8

Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)

220

4 d.u.

7.32

29

0.46

1

1

2

0.56

1

1

2

5

3

8

7

8

15

1

1

2

4

5

9

4

2

6

3

3

6

Total Trips

141

Existing Land Use
Retail

820

2.457 ksf

Net New Vehicle Trips

37.75

93

48

0.94

3.81

Notes:
ksf = 1,000 square feet
d.u. = Dwelling Unit
All rates are from Institute of Transportation Engineers, Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition, 2017 . Average rates are used.

Trip Distribution and Assignment
The trip distribution pattern for the proposed development was estimated based on existing travel
patterns on the surrounding roadway system and the locations of complementary land uses (see
Figure 4). The peak-hour trips generated by the proposed uses were assigned to the roadway
system in accordance with the distribution patterns (see Figure 4). The small number of trips added
to the adjacent streets and intersections would not be enough to create any noticeable change to
traffic conditions.

Site Access
Access to the site was evaluated to determine the adequacy of the project driveway with regard to
the following: traffic volume, geometric design, and sight distance. The site access evaluation is
based on the site plan prepared by LE Architecture dated February 18, 2020. The project site plan
is shown on Figures 2 and 3.

Project Driveway Operations
The project would eliminate the existing driveway on Hamilton Avenue and provide a new fullaccess driveway on Cowper Street. The driveway on Cowper Street would lead to the underground
parking garage. The garage is proposed to have 13 parking spaces.
According to the City’s Zoning Code, a two-way driveway should be a minimum of 20 feet wide for
projects including non-residential uses. Based on the project site plan, the Cowper Street driveway
would be 18 feet wide, which does not meet the City’s standard.
The project-generated trips that are estimated to occur at the Cowper Street driveway are 5
inbound and 3 outbound during the AM peak hour and 7 inbound and 8 outbound during the PM
peak hour. This equates to one vehicle every eight minutes during the AM peak hour and one
vehicle every four minutes during the PM peak hour. Therefore, vehicle queuing issues are not
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expected to occur at the project driveway, given the roadway characteristics and the low estimated
driveway volumes.

Garage Ramp Design
According to the City’s Zoning Code, driveway ramps where parking is not allowed must not exceed
22 percent in slope, with the first and last 10 feet of the slope grade (transition length) not
exceeding 11 percent. The project driveway must also provide a distance of 5 feet of the same
slope as the sidewalk from the back edge of the sidewalk to the starting point of the ramp. Driveway
ramps must maintain a width of 18 feet for traffic (two-way). The project site plan shows the
driveway ramp designed with a main slope of 22 percent, and transition slopes of 11 percent on
either end. The length of the transition slopes would be 13 feet on one side and 8 feet on the other
side versus a standard of 10 feet. Even though the ramp design does not entirely meet the
standard, the ramp design would be workable. The ramp also would have a 5-foot buffer from the
back-edge of the sidewalk.
Portions of the ramp are shown to be 18 feet wide, with a short section narrowed to 12 feet. The
twelve-foot wide ramp at the bottom of the transition slope would allow only one-way operation of
vehicles. Hexagon recommends including a warning system at the end of the two-way section on
the ramp to stop inbound traffic so that cars would not try to go in and out simultaneously.

Sight Distance
The project driveway should be free and clear of any obstructions to provide adequate sight
distance, thereby ensuring that exiting vehicles can see pedestrians on the sidewalk and vehicles
and bicycles traveling Cowper Street. Providing adequate sight distance reduces the likelihood of a
collision at a driveway and provides drivers with the ability to see vehicles as well as pedestrians
and bicyclists when exiting a driveway.
The minimum acceptable sight distance is often considered according to the Caltrans
recommended stopping sight distance. Sight distance requirements vary depending on the roadway
speeds. The speed limit on streets like Cowper Street in downtown is 25 mph, therefore the
Caltrans stopping sight distance is 150 feet. A driver must be able to see 150 feet on both directions
of Cowper Street to locate a sufficient gap to turn out of the driveway.
Any project landscaping and signage should be located in such a way to ensure an unobstructed
view for drivers exiting the site (lower than three feet in height). The one on-street parking space
along the project frontage on Cowper Street could obstruct the vision of exiting drivers if there were
cars parked next the driveway. Therefore, the on-street parking space would need to be removed.
There should be 15 feet of red curb added to the left side of the driveway to help with sight
distance. It should be noted that the removal of the Hamilton Avenue driveway would allow the
addition of one on-street parking space.
According to the City’s Zoning code, the residential uses of three or more units, and all
nonresidential uses, including public facilities, shall provide clear sight distance triangles four feet
by six feet for exiting driveways or ramps. Based on the project site plan, the project is planning to
provide clear sight distance triangles of four feet by six feet at the Cowper Street driveway, which
meets the City’s requirement.
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Trip Distribution and Assignment
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Truck Access
According to the City of Palo Alto Zoning Code, multi-family residential uses, developments with
total office space less than 10,000 square feet and retail spaces less than 5,000 square feet are not
required to provide a loading space. Therefore, the project is not required to provide an on-site
loading space.
Small delivery vans (height less than 8 feet) would be able to use the parking garage and lobby
elevator. On-street parking is permitted along Hamilton Avenue and Cowper Street; thus, large
delivery and service trucks may be able to park on the street, subject to the availability of spaces.

Garbage Collection
The site plan shows a trash room located near the northwest corner of the underground garage,
adjacent to Cowper Street. Garbage collection activities for the project are not expected to occur
on-site because vehicle access would not be provided to the trash room. Therefore, the trash bins
should be moved to the curb along Cowper Street on designated garbage collection days. Given
that on-street parking is permitted along Cowper Street, signs prohibiting parking during garbage
pickup hours should be placed adjacent to the northeast corner of the project site. The trash bins
also should be removed from the public right-of-way immediately after garbage pickup so as to not
impact AM or PM peak hour traffic conditions.

Pedestrian, Bicycle, and Transit Analysis
All new development projects in the City of Palo Alto should encourage multi-modal travel,
consistent with the goals of the City’s General Plan. It is the goal of the General Plan that all
development projects accommodate and encourage the use of non-automobile transportation
modes to achieve Palo Alto’s mobility goals. In order to further the goals of the City, pedestrian and
bicycle facilities should be encouraged with new development projects.

Pedestrian Facilities
The project would maintain the existing detached 5-foot sidewalks along its frontages on Cowper
Street and on Hamilton Avenue. The project site is connected to all nearby destinations by a
complete system of sidewalks and crosswalks. The crosswalks at the signalized intersection of
Hamilton Avenue and Cowper Street does not have pedestrian signal heads. The City should
consider adding pedestrian heads at this intersection.

Bicycle Facilities
The bicycle facilities near the site include Class II bike lanes on University Avenue between San
Francisquito Creek and Fulton Street. There are also bike lanes on Lytton Ave from Alma Street to
Tasso Street. Bryant Street is a bicycle boulevard between East Meadow Drive and Palo Alto
Avenue. According to the Palo Alto Bicycle & Pedestrian Transportation Plan and the newlyadopted Palo Alto Comprehensive Plan, the City plans to develop the following bicycle facilities in
the vicinity of the project site:
x
x
x
x

Class III bike route – University Avenue between Alma Street and Fulton Street
Class III bike route – Hamilton Avenue between Alma Street and Webster Street
Class III bike route – Middlefield Road between Palo Alto Avenue and Marion Avenue
Bike Boulevard – Webster Street between Palo Alto Ave and California Avenue

The existing and planned bike facilities provide good bicycle access to the site.
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Transit Services
Extensive transit services are provided by Caltrain and VTA at the Palo Alto Caltrain station. The
station is located about one-half mile west of the site. Also, the City of Palo Alto operates the
Crosstown Shuttle. The Crosstown Shuttle is Palo Alto’s free public shuttle service, which connects
several residential neighborhoods, schools, senior residences, libraries, recreation centers and
commercial districts from University Avenue/Downtown to South Palo Alto at Charleston Road. The
shuttle service provides direct access to the project site, with the closest shuttle stop within 625 feet
on Webster Street. The Crosstown Shuttle provides access to the Caltrain station. Overall, the site
has good transit access, and the transit trips generated by this project could be accommodated by
the existing transit services.

Parking
The City of Palo Alto Zoning Code parking requirements for office, retail, and multi-family residential
uses are as follows: 1.0 parking space per 250 square feet of office space, 1.0 parking space per
200 square feet of retail space, 1.0 space per studio/one-bedroom unit, and 2.0 spaces per twobedroom or larger unit inclusive of handicapped and guest parking. Also, for residential mixed-use
developments in the CD-C zone, the first 1,500 square feet of ground-floor retail uses shall not be
counted toward the vehicle parking requirement. The project as currently proposed consists of
1,854 square feet of office space, 2,172 square feet of intensive retail space, and 4 three-bedroom
residential units. Based on the project location, the proposed project is required to provide parking
spaces for 672 square of retail space. Based on the City’s parking requirements, the project would
be required to provide a total of 18 parking spaces.
The site plan shows a total of 13 parking spaces in the underground garage. 9 of the 16 parking
spaces would be provided via a three-level parking lift along the east edge of the parking garage.
There would be two lifts providing access to 9 spaces. As per the City of Palo Alto code
(18.52.050), projects that propose transportation demand measures to reduce peak trips may
reduce the parking requirement up to 20% of the total spaces required for the site. The project is
required to implement TDM measures, as in a following section. Per City of Palo Alto Zoning Code
Section 18.54.020, if retail uses are allowed to use the parking lift spaces, such use would require
approval from the Director of Planning and Community Development. Also, for all non-residential
uses, a minimum of two spaces or 10% of the total number of parking spaces provided, whichever
is greater, should be provided as standard non-mechanical parking spaces. Therefore, the project is
required to provide two non-mechanical parking space. Based on the site plan, the project is
planning to provide two non-mechanical parking spaces, which meets the City standards. Also, the
project should encourage the retail employees to use the parking lift, thus allowing non-mechanical
parking spaces within the garage to be available to retail customers.

Electric Vehicle Service Equipment (EVSE) Spaces
Per City of Palo Alto Zoning Code Chapter 16.14, the project would be required to provide at least
one EVSE-ready space for each residential unit. The project would be required to provide EVSEready spaces for at least 25% of all non-residential parking spaces, and at least 5% shall be
installed with EVSE. The project would be required to ensure 4 residential spaces are EVSE-ready,
and 3 non-residential spaces are EVSE-ready, of which 1 space should be installed with EVSE. The
project currently proposes 5 EVSE-ready for residential uses, two EVSE-ready and one EVSEinstalled spaces within the non-mechanical parking spaces in the garage. Five EVSE-ready space
for residential use is proposed within the parking lift. No EVSE installed spaces are proposed for the
residential parking spaces. One EVSE ready space would be shared between all the land uses.
As discussed above, to avoid requiring retail customers to use the parking lifts, Hexagon assumes
the parking lift spaces will be reserved for residential and office uses as well as for retail employees,
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who would be familiar with the operations of the parking lift. Residents and employees are more
likely than retail customers to require EVSE spaces because they are staying at the project site for
an extended duration. However, most of the EVSE installed spaces currently proposed are within
the non-mechanical spaces, which are assumed to be reserved for retail customers. Retail
customers are most likely staying at the project site for short durations and are thus assumed less
likely to need EVSE spaces. Therefore, it is recommended that most EVSE spaces be provided
within the parking lift for employees and residents.
Based on the 2016 California Building Code (Table 11B-228.3.2.1), parking facilities that provide 1
to 4 Electric Vehicle Charging Stations (EVCS) are required to provide one van accessible Electric
Vehicle Charging Station (EVCS) for public and common use. As per the proposed site plan, the
project is planning to provide one EVCS at the van accessible parking space, which meets the code
requirements.

Shared Parking
Since the project proposes complementary land uses on the site, on-site parking can be shared
between the retail, office and residential uses. The shared parking analysis is based on the Urban
Land Institute’s publication entitled Shared Parking, which provides parking occupancy rates for
many land uses according to time of day. Based on the land uses provided on the site and the
City’s municipal code, the project is required to provide 18 parking spaces, including 3 retail spaces,
8 residential spaces, and 7 office spaces.
According to the shared parking analysis, the project would only need to provide a maximum of 15
shared spaces to meet the peak on-site parking demand for the three proposed uses (see Table 2)
during weekday. Since the project is required to implement a TDM plan to reduce vehicle trips along
with the provision of shared parking, the project can qualify for up to a 30% reduction of the total
parking demand as per the City of Palo Alto code (18.52.050). The project site is proposing 13
parking spaces on the site, which can be approved based on the Zoning Code. Based on the City of
Palo Alto Comprehensive Plan 2030, new development projects in the downtown area are required
to achieve a 45 percent reduction in vehicle trips during the AM and PM peak hours. This trip
reduction would achieve the 30% reduction in the parking spaces.
Based on the shared parking analysis table, the project would require a minimum of five parking
spaces for the residential uses. Therefore, the project can assign one parking space for each
residential use, which will also satisfy the Green Code (one ESVE ready parking space for each
residential unit).
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Table 2
Shared Parking Analysis
Hour of
Day

Retail
Wkdy Wknd

Parking Demand by Hour
6 a.m.
0
0
7 a.m.
0
0
8 a.m.
1
0
9 a.m.
1
1
10 a.m.
2
2
11 a.m.
3
2
Noon
3
3
1 p.m.
3
3
2 p.m.
3
3
3 p.m.
3
3
4 p.m.
3
3
5 p.m.
3
3
6 p.m.
3
2
7 p.m.
3
2
8 p.m.
2
2
9 p.m.
2
2
10 p.m.
1
1
11 p.m.
0
0
Midnight
0
0

Office
Wkdy
Wknd

0
2
5
6
7
7
6
6
7
7
6
3
2
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
4
6
6
7
6
6
4
3
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Residential Resident
Wkdy
Wknd

8
7
7
6
6
6
5
6
6
6
6
7
7
8
8
8
8
8
8

8
7
7
6
6
6
5
6
6
6
6
7
7
8
8
8
8
8
8

Total Demand
Wkdy Wknd

8
9
12
14
15
15
14
15
15
15
15
13
12
11
11
10
9
8
8

8
9
11
13
14
15
14
14
13
11
10
10
10
10
10
10
9
8
8

Max. Demand
3

3

7

7

8

8

15

15

Source: Urban Land Institute (ULI) Shared Parking, 2nd Edition, 2005 .

Bicycle Parking
According to the City’s bicycle parking standards (Chapter 18.52.040, Table 1), the project is
required to provide bicycle parking at a rate of one bicycle parking space per 2,500 square feet of
office space (60% long-term and 40% short-term), one bicycle parking space per 2,000 square feet
of retail space (20% long-term and 80% short-term), one bicycle parking space per residential unit
(all long-term), and one bicycle parking space per 10 residential guest spaces (all short-term).
Based on the project description, this equates to 7 bicycle parking spaces, of which 5 are to be
secured long-term bicycle spaces and 2 are to be short-term bicycle spaces. The project site plan
shows 4 long-term bicycle spaces on the below grade level for retail and residential uses and two
long-term bicycle parking spaces in Level 2 for office use. Also, the project is planning to provide
two short-term bicycle parking spaces near the Hamilton Avenue entrance. The proposed bicycle
parking meets the City standards.
The definitions of short-term and long-term bicycle parking are described below.
Definition of Long-Term and Short-Term Bicycle Parking
Long-term bicycle facilities are intended for bicyclists who need to park a bicycle for extended
periods, particularly employees, students, residents, and commuters. The facility frequently protects
the bicycle from inclement weather and may include:
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A covered, access-controlled enclosure such as a fenced and gated area with bicycle
parking facilities,
An access-controlled room with bicycle parking facilities, and
Individual bicycle lockers that securely enclose one bicycle per locker.

Short-term bicycle parking facilities are intended for shoppers, customers, and visitors who require
bicycle storage for up to several hours and may include:
x
x
x
x

Permanently anchored bicycle racks,
Covered, lockable enclosures with permanently anchored racks for bicycles,
Lockable bicycle rooms with permanently anchored racks, and
Lockable, permanently anchored bicycle lockers.

Recommended TDM Measures
In accordance with City goals to reduce traffic congestion, noise, GHG emissions, and pollution, this
TDM Plan seeks to reduce the number of peak-hour trips through a combination of appropriate
measures to promote alternative forms of transportation. This Plan sets a long-term goal of
reducing the vehicle trips generated by the project during the AM and PM peak hours by 45 percent
when compared with Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) trip generation rates for the project,
which would be consistent with goals and policies set forth in the City of Palo Alto’s 2030
Comprehensive Plan. The TDM program is required to be monitored through both annual surveys
to determine mode split and annual driveway counts to measure the number of peak hour vehicle
trips actually generated by the project. Annual reports should be provided to the director two years
after building occupancy and again every year thereafter, noting the effectiveness of the proposed
measures as compared to the initial performance targets, and implementing modifications if
necessary, to enhance parking and/or trip reductions.
Table 3 presents a summary of the measures recommended in this plan, along with an indication of
whether they are Phase 1, or 2, and who will have primary responsibility for implementing each
measure. Phase 1 measures should be implemented upon occupancy of the building. If the project
has not achieved its full 45 percent target after the first year of the TDM program, Phase 2
measures should be implemented, or new measures should be developed (based on survey
feedback) to encourage further reductions in single-occupant vehicle commuting until the program’s
goal is achieved.
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Table 3
TDM Program for 486 Hamilton Avenue

TDM Measure
Transit Elements
Reimburse Transit Expenses 1
VTA EcoPass and/or Caltrain Go Pass
Preloaded Clipper Cards
Bicycle Facilities
Bicycle Parking
Secure Bicycle Lockers
Resources (maps & info)
Carpool and Vanpool Programs
511 Ridematching Assistance
Incentives for New Carpools/Vanpools
On-site Ridematching Assistance
Emergency Ride Home Program
Reimburse cost of emergency taxi rides
Carsharing and Bikesharing
Reimbursement for Bike-/Car-Share membership
Online Info Center
"Online Kiosk": website with info
Info Packets for New Residents/Employees
Program Monitoring and Reporting
Event Promotions and Publications
Resident/Employee Surveys
Annual count of vehicles entering garage
Annual reporting to City
1

Phase

Implementation
Responsibility

Intend For:
Residents Employees

1
1
2

Building Manager/Retail Tenant(s)
Building Manager/Retail Tenant(s)
Building Manager/Retail Tenant(s)

X
X
X

X
X
X

1
1
1

Building Developer
Building Developer
Building Manager

X
X
X

X
X
X

1
1
1

Available to public
Available to public
Building Manager

X
X
X

X
X

1

Retail Tenant(s)/Residents

2

Building Manager/Tenant(s)

X

X

1
1

Building Manager
Building Manager

X
X

X
X

1
1
1
1

Building Manager
Building Manager/Retail Tenant(s)
Independent party
Building Manager

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

Expenses that would qualify for this program include transit ticket/passes, or Park & Ride fees.

TDM Administration and Promotion
The primary responsibility for the program administration and maintenance would fall upon the
building manager. In this capacity the role of the building manager would be to coordinate between
employers, the City of Palo Alto, and resident’s information and data as required by this TDM plan
in order to ensure efficient and successful implementation of the Plan.

Lease Agreements
All Lease Agreements should require office and retail tenants to participate in the TDM Plan and
implement the tenant-required Phase 1 elements immediately upon occupancy. Office and retail
tenants would be responsible for administering the employee surveys (described later under
“Program Monitoring”) and providing the survey results to the building manager

Promotional Programs
Marketing activities to encourage residents, office employees and retail employees to try an
alternative mode to get to work should be implemented. Although some marketing, such as the
online kiosk and distributing information welcome packets to new residents and employees, should
be conducted immediately, additional promotional activities might include email blasts of flyers,
brochures, or other materials on commute alternatives, ridesharing incentive programs, and transit
benefits. VTA.org and 511.org can provide some useful marketing materials. An additional
promotional program could include the developer working with the Palo Alto Transportation
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Management Association (TMA) to develop TDM measures not included within this program, as
well as providing the contact information of employers set to operate on-site to the TMA so that the
TMA can assist each employer in developing TDM measures specific to their employees.

Online Kiosk: An Online Information Center
The TDM Plan recommends an “online kiosk” with information related to alternative travel modes
that a resident or employee could access from their home, their workplace, or anywhere else. A key
element of this TDM plan is to set up an attractive, up-to-date “online kiosk” with all of the sitespecific information about the transportation resources available. In addition to the resident portal,
this website should provide an additional portal with the TDM information and programs aimed
towards the office and retail employees. This website should include information about all the
measures, services, and facilities discussed in this plan, including:
x
x
x
x
x
x

A summary of VTA, Dumbarton Express, Stanford Marguerite shuttles, the Palo Alto
shuttles, and Caltrain services, and links to further information about their routes and
schedules.
A summary of the transit subsidies offered to all residents and employees
A local bikeways map, and information about the bike parking on-site and nearby.
Information about ridematching services and the incentive programs available to carpools
and vanpools
A direct link to the 511 RideMatch Trip Diary program.
A link to any other resources available in the Bay Area intended to reduce single-occupancy
vehicle trips or to provide real-time traffic conditions and news.

The building manager should have responsibility for contracting with someone to initially create the
website so that it can be up and running as soon as tenants move in. More specific information
could be added later to reflect any programs specific to certain groups of residents, or as additional
TDM measures get implemented. The building manager should be responsible for adding new
information to the website (or providing it to the website designer) so that the “online kiosk” remains
current and informative.

Information Packet for Employees and Residents
In addition to the online information center, the building manager should provide “hard copy”
information packets to all new residents when they first move into the building. The building
manager should provide packets to each office and retail tenant. Office and retail tenants would be
responsible for providing these information packets their new employees and informing the building
manager if additional packets are needed. Because all information could be available online, this
packet need not be a comprehensive stack of paper about all services available. Instead, these
packets should provide a quick announcement of the most important features of the TDM program
that apply to either employees or residents. The packet should include a message that the building
and its tenants’ value alternative modes of transportation and take their commitment to supporting
alternative options seriously.

Transit Elements
Reimbursing Transit Expenses
Given the project’s location, employees and residents have a variety of transit options that would
provide them service to and from the site. The project should provide residents and employees
reimbursements for their usage of transit services. These services would include VTA, Dumbarton
Express, or Caltrain passes, and/or Park & Ride fees.
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The most straightforward way for future office and retail tenants to implement this measure would
be to have employees submit their transit expenses with appropriate documentation (i.e. a copy of
their monthly transit pass) for reimbursement in the same manner as other business expenses. This
would be included as a leasing agreement for each office and retail tenant that they will reimburse
employees for such expenses. This reimbursement could be administered in a similar manner for
residents. Residents would be able to present receipts of transit usage to the building manager or
through the online kiosk for reimbursement.
VTA SmartPass and Caltrain Go Pass
Based on the transit services in the area, it is likely that a majority of the residents on the site could
use VTA busses or Caltrain to commute to and from the site. The project should consider
purchasing VTA SmartPasses and/or Caltrain Go Passes for residents and employees as a way to
reimburse transit expenses. These passes would be purchased by the building manager or retail
and office tenants at a discounted rate, through either VTA or Caltrain, for each eligible resident and
employee.
The Caltrain Go Pass program offers unlimited rides on Caltrain through all zones, seven days a
week. To participate in the program, the developer would sign a written agreement with Caltrain,
and pay an annual fee for every eligible tenant, regardless of how many will use the transit pass.
The Go Pass is a small sticker affixed to an approved identification badge that could be provided to
the tenants upon move-in. This identification badge may include key cards used to access the
building, or similar development-related cards.
The VTA SmartPass program, similar to the Go Pass, could be purchased by the development
annually for all eligible tenants. The SmartPass provides unlimited rides on VTA busses, light rail,
and express busses seven days a week. The SmartPass is deeply discounted below the standard
cost of passes, and can be put on a Clipper Card and provided to tenants upon move-in. VTA
provides two options for SmartPasses: Standard SmartPass, and Express SmartPass (providing
additional service on Dumbarton, Highway 17, and Monterey-San Jose Express service).

Bicycle Facilities
The site has good access to bicycle routes through Palo Alto, connecting the project to major
destinations and transit stations. It is expected that the bicycle facilities that are included as part of
the project would contribute to reducing vehicle trips.
Bicycle Parking
Providing secure bicycle parking encourages bicycle commuting and reduces daily vehicle trips. As
mentioned in an earlier chapter, the project should provide five long-term bicycle parking spaces
and two short-term parking spaces to meet the City of Palo Alto requirements.
Bicycle Resources
Resources useful to cyclists should be included as part of the information available in the “online
kiosk”, including local bikeway maps, maps showing safe routes to transit stations and major
destinations, and links to the Silicon Valley Bicycle Coalition website and 511.org. The following
resources for bicyclists would also be available through the previously mentioned websites:
x
x
x
x
x

Free Bike Buddy matching
Bicycle safety tips
Information about taking bikes on public transit
Location and use of bike parking at transit stations
Information on Bike to Work Day
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Tips on selecting a bike, commute gear, and clothing
Links to bicycle organizations

Bike-Share
Dockless bikeshare programs are an increasingly affordable and convenient way for cities to
promote bicycle usage in urban areas. These bikeshare programs allow riders to park bikes at any
location in a given urban area, significantly increasing the systems flexibility for trip beginnings and
ends. Many competing dockless bikeshare companies allow riders to locate and unlock bicycles
using an app and allow riders to “rent” each bike for approximately one dollar per half hour.
Companies such as LimeBike or Spin maintain fleets of bicycles in certain cities in which they are
allowed to operate. These companies do not charge cities or developments for their initial costs to
operate within a jurisdiction.
As described previously, the proposed project is located in downtown Palo Alto and near the Palo
Alto Caltrain Station, numerous complimentary uses along Hamilton Avenue, and University
Avenue. The City of Palo Alto has extended the pilot program to operate dock less bikes and
electric scooters in the City. As a Phase 2 TDM measure, residents and employees could be
reimbursed for their bike share expenses. Information about the bike sharing program should be
included on the building’s online resource center.

Carpool and Vanpool Programs
511 Ride Matching Assistance
The 511 RideMatch service provides an interactive, on-demand system that helps commuters find
carpools, vanpools, or bicycle partners. This program should be promoted immediately as a Phase
1 measure through the online information center for the building and in New Employee and New
Resident information packets. This free car and vanpool ridematching service helps commuters find
others with similar routes and travel patterns with whom they may share a ride. Registered users
are provided with a list of other commuters near their employment or residential ZIP code along with
the closest cross street, email, phone number, and hours they are available to commute to and from
work. Participants are then able to select and contact others with whom they wish to commute.
The service also provides a list of existing car and vanpools in their residential area that may have
vacancies. Ride matching assistance is also available through a number of peer-to-peer matching
programs, such as Zimride or TwoGo, which utilize social networks to match commuters.
Carpool/Vanpool Incentives
The 511 Regional Rideshare Program offers a number of incentive programs to encourage people
to try carpooling and vanpooling. Most of the programs are designed to reward someone for forming
or trying a carpool or vanpool and provide an award or subsidy after the first three or six months of
continued operation.
x

Vanpool Seat Subsidy: The 511 Regional Rideshare Program also offers a vanpool seat
subsidy in the form of gas cards. The seat subsidy will provide $100 per month, with a limit
of three months per van during the program year, to help cover the fare of a lost participant.
The gas cards will be offered to eligible vans on a first-come, first-served basis until the
funds are exhausted.

x

Discounted Tolls: The 511 Regional Rideshare Program offers free toll passage on seven
of the Bay Area’s bridges for vanpools with 11-15 people who register with 511. Additionally,
the program also offers toll discounts to carpools with three or more people (two people in a
two-seat vehicle) on eight of the Bay Area’s bridges during peak commute hours. The
discounts vary per bridge, but typically are half of the standard toll price. For example, the
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San Mateo – Hayward Bridge has a standard toll of $5, but for a carpool of three people
(two people in a two-seat vehicle) the toll is only $2.50 Monday through Friday between 5-10
AM and 3-7 PM. Carpools also travel for free on Bay Area Express Lanes with a Fastrak
Flex Tag.
x

Carpool Promotions: 511 also has occasional promotions such as winning gift cards by
taking carpools using app-based programs such as Scoop or Waze Carpool. Carpoolers
would track their carpool usage and upload verification by screenshots of completed trips to
be entered into a raffle to win small prizes every month.

x

Enterprise Vanpool Subsidy. The 511 Regional Rideshare Program provides $350
monthly subsidy to the vanpools rented from Enterprise. The gas cards are awarded on a
first-come, first-served basis, until funds are exhausted.

x

Five Free Rides. The Bay Area Carpool Program provides first five rides free for all new
Scoop and Waze Carpool app users in the nine-county Bay Area.

Emergency Ride Home Program
An Emergency Ride Home program would guarantee that employees need not worry about being
stranded at work without a car in the event of illness, family emergency, or unexpected overtime if
they use transit, carpool, or vanpool. The project should offer reimbursement of taxi or ride-share
costs following each employee’s provision of a ride receipt and explanation to the building manager.
The building manager should provide reimbursement if the reason for using the emergency ride
home program is acceptable. The developer should provide reimbursement for a limited number of
rides (number could be reasonably determined by the developer) per employee per year.

Carsharing
One of the major impediments to using transit, bicycling, carpooling, or vanpooling to get to work is
residents’ need to use a car occasionally for personal or business purposes. Car-sharing programs
provide individuals with access to a vehicle when they need it at any time of day, so they do not
need to drive or own a car of their own.
The closest Zipcar location is just opposite the project site at the Hamilton Avenue/Cowper Street
Lot H parking lot. Having a car-share service very close to the project site would provide quick and
easy access to these cars for residents of the development. As a Phase 2 TDM measure, residents
and employees could be reimbursed for their car share expenses. Information about the car-sharing
program and the nearest sites should be included on the building’s online resource center.

Program Monitoring and Reporting
Regular monitoring would ensure that the implemented TDM measures are effective. As discussed
above, the goal of the program is to achieve a 45 percent reduction in peak hour vehicle trips
generated by the building residents and employees. A monitoring report should be submitted to the
Planning Director two years after building occupancy and again every year thereafter, noting the
effectiveness of the proposed measures as compared to the initial performance targets, and
implementing modifications if necessary, to enhance parking and/or trip reductions.
Resident and Employee Surveys
The building manager should be responsible for ensuring that a survey is developed and compiled.
The building manager should ensure that the residential survey gets developed and administered
for residents, while it will be the responsibility of the office and retail tenants to administer the
employee surveys and provide the building manager with the completed surveys. When preparing
the surveys, the building manager should consult with the City of Palo Alto to ensure each survey’s
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design meets the City’s expectations regarding the information to be gathered. VTA is also
available to help employers conduct periodic transit surveys to assess employee needs, which
could also be requested in designing and conducting the survey.
Employees and residents who do not respond to the survey would be assumed to be driving alone.
In addition to obtaining quantitative data on the mode split, the survey would provide qualitative
data regarding employee and resident perceptions of the alternative transportation programs and
perceptions of the obstacles to using an alternative mode. The survey results should measure the
relative effectiveness of individual program components and facilitate the design of possible
program enhancements.
Annual Driveway Counts
An additional monitoring tool should be to have an independent party conduct a count of the
number of vehicles entering and exiting the garage on a typical weekday during the AM and PM
peak hours. So that it accurately captures the number of vehicle trips to the site, the survey should
not be announced in advance to the residents or employees. A driveway count is the standard
technique used to determine how much traffic a site is generating. It would be the building
developer’s (or any future building owner’s) responsibility to retain a third party to conduct the
driveway counts annually, starting two years after full occupancy.

Annual Report
The results of the driveway counts and surveys should be reported to the Planning Director two
years after building occupancy and again every year thereafter, along with an assessment of
whether the TDM measures implemented during the preceding year led to a 45 percent reduction in
peak hour vehicle trips, compared to standard ITE trip generation rates, for the project as a whole. If
it is determined that adequate trip reduction has not been achieved, the report should outline
additional measures that should be adopted in the coming year to achieve the goal, along with an
implementation schedule by month. The annual report to the City should also include a brief
summary of the TDM measures that were in place during the preceding year, with an explanation of
any changes or new programs. The building manager should have primary responsibility for putting
together this report and providing it to the City.

Parking Management Plan
This parking management plan describes vehicle parking space access, parking lift operations,
pedestrian/bicycle access to the bicycle lockers in the garage, and recommendations to ensure
adequate circulation within the garage.

Vehicle Parking Space Access
The project would provide a total of 13 parking spaces in the garage with 9 of the spaces being in
parking lifts. The lift spaces would be provided by three-level single and double-platform mechanical
parking lifts (i.e. 2 spaces per level for double platforms and one space per level for single platform
for a total of 9 spaces). Figure 3 shows that the lift spaces and Space 3 would be 90-degree
parking. According to the City’s Zoning Code, two-way drive aisles adjacent to 90-degree parking
with 8 feet and six inches stall width are required to be a minimum of 25 feet wide and for 9 feet and
six inches wide stall is 23 feet to provide sufficient room for vehicles to back out of the parking
stalls. The site plan shows the drive aisles to range from 23 feet 2 inches to 24 feet 1.25 inches
wide. The width of the driveway aisle is 24 feet 1.25 inches, which does not meet City Standards.
Although the width of the driveway aisle is 24 feet 1.25 inches, the aisle widths as proposed would
be workable.
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The project proposes to provide a single parking space in the northwest corner of the garage near
the trash room (Space 1) and the southwest corner of the garage (Space 2). Both spaces are next
to a wall and are aligned parallel to the access ramp, which would necessitate more turns to get into
or out of the spaces. A parking maneuvering analysis was prepared to check the access to these
parking spaces. The analysis used the turning template of a Chevrolet Suburban to represent a
large-size sport utility vehicle (SUV). Figures 5 to 8 show the maneuvering paths for an SUV
accessing and exiting Spaces 1 and 2. The analysis shows that although it would take some backand-forth movements, vehicles would be able to maneuver into and out of these parking stalls
without encroaching into other stalls. It should be noted that the analysis is based on a large-size
SUV, and it might be easier for a smaller vehicle to access and exit these spaces.
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Figure 5
Back-In Access For Space 1
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Figure 6
Head-Out Access For Space 1
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Figure 7
Head-In Access For Space 2
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Figure 8
Back-Out Access For Space 2
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Parking Stall Dimensions
The Zoning Code Section 18.54 requires a minimum dimension of 8.5 feet by 17.5 feet for each
perpendicular uni-class stall and 9 feet by 18 feet for an accessible stall. For parking spaces
adjoining a wall or column in the vicinity where a vehicle door may be located, the width of the
parking space should be increased by 0.5 foot to accommodate access to the vehicle through the
door. The site plan shows that Spaces 1 and 2 (uni-class stalls next to a wall) would be 9 feet by
17.5 feet and Spaces 3 and 4 (accessible stalls) would be minimum of 9 feet by 18 feet, which
would comply with the required parking stall dimensions.
As required by the Zoning Code, mechanical car lifts should accommodate mid-size SUVs and fullsize cars. For the lift spaces, the platform width of the lift that would be available for vehicle parking
is 16 feet 8 inches length by 8 feet 6.75 inches width. Therefore, the stacked spaces would
accommodate mid-size SUVs and full size cars.
The clearance height of the lifts is 5 feet 9 inches on the lower and middle platform, which could
accommodate cars up to 5 feet 7 inches. SUVs higher than 5 feet 7 inches would need to park on
the upper platform because of the extra ceiling height available for the top platform. Therefore,
residents or non-residential employees that have SUVs higher than 5 feet 7 inches should be
assigned with the stalls on the top platform.

Parking Lift Operations
The double platform mechanical parking lift that would be installed in the garage would include
three levels, and each level/platform can accommodate two vehicles for a total of 6 vehicles for
each lift. The lifts would be installed with a lift pit. To access or exit the stalls on the top level, the lift
moves the lower and middle levels down to the pit to allow a vehicle to park on or exit the top level.
To access or exit the stalls on the lower or middle level that were moved down to the pit, the lift
moves the level up to the garage level to park or exit. Because the lift moves two stalls on the same
level together, to access stalls on opposite sides of two different levels need to take turns to access
each level separately. The single platform mechanical parking lift operates independently. However,
the operation of single platform lift is similar to the double platform lift. To operate the lift, a person
is required to insert and hold a key in the operation panel while the lift moves to the desired
position. It takes about 30 seconds for the lift to move the platform by one level.
The project should conduct routine maintenance on the lift machines to ensure that they operate
securely and smoothly.

Parking Garage Vehicle Circulation and Queuing
The project is expected to generate 8 AM peak-hour trips and 15 PM peak-hour trips at the
driveway. This equates to one vehicle every eight minutes during the AM peak hour and one vehicle
every four minutes during the PM peak hour. As described above, it could take some time for
vehicles parking in Spaces 1 and 2 to make multiple back-and-forth movements to enter or exit the
stalls. Additionally, vehicles accessing a stacked parking stall would need to wait in the drive aisle
for the parking lift to move the platform to the garage level, which would also take some time.
Although the project traffic is low, occasionally there might be a vehicle accessing the garage while
a vehicle is exiting the garage or waiting to access a stacked stall. Because the drive aisle space is
limited, if there is a vehicle waiting or maneuvering in the drive aisle, an inbound vehicle accessing
the garage would need to wait on the ramp. However, because the ramp would be narrowed to one
lane (12 feet) at the bottom of the ramp, the inbound vehicle would block the way for the outbound
vehicle.
Therefore, to prevent vehicle queuing on the one-way section of the ramp, Hexagon recommends
installing a warning system at the end of the two-way section on the ramp to stop inbound traffic
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when there is a vehicle waiting or maneuvering in the drive aisle. With the warning system, two
inbound vehicles could queue on the ramp without affecting the street traffic. Due to the low project
traffic, it is not expected to have more than two inbound vehicles accessing the garage at the same
time.
Two non-mechanical parking spaces (Spaces 1 and 2) and four parking lift spaces (Spaces 5 to 8)
would be shared by residential, office and retail uses. To avoid retail customers using the parking
lift, the parking lift spaces should be designated for office uses as well as for retail employees, who
would be familiar with the operations of the parking lift, and the non-mechanical parking spaces
should be reserved for retail customers. If the reserved customer parking spaces are occupied, it
would be difficult for customers to turn around in the garage to exit. Therefore, it is recommended to
install a warning system at the driveway entrance to inform customers if customer spaces are
occupied.

Bicyclist/Pedestrian Access to Bicycle Lockers
As shown on Figure 3, there would be 4 long-term bicycle lockers located in the parking garage for
retail and residential uses. Residents and retail employees are expected to use the elevator to get
down to the garage level and walk along the parking lifts to access the lockers adjacent to the
access ramps. Due to a short distance (50 feet) and a low number of vehicles and bicyclists
expected, the path between the elevator and lockers is not expected to create a conflict between
drivers and bicyclists in the garage.

Conclusions
Hexagon makes the following recommendations resulting from the vehicle site access and
circulation evaluation, as well as the transit, pedestrian, and bicycle access analysis.
x

The project driveway should provide a minimum of 20 feet width.

x

The project or City should paint 15 feet of red curb on the left side the driveway on Cowper
Street to ensure sufficient sight distance.

x

The project should ensure 3 of the non-residential parking spaces in the lift parking are
provided as EVSE-ready spaces.

Hexagon makes the following recommendations for the parking management plan.
x

Residents or non-residential employees that have SUVs higher than 5 feet and 7 inches
should be assigned to the stalls on the top platform of the parking lifts.

x

The project should conduct routine maintenance on the lift machines to ensure that they
operate securely and smoothly.

x

To prevent vehicle queuing on the one-way section of the ramp, the project should install a
warning system at the end of the two-way section on the ramp to stop inbound traffic when
there is a vehicle waiting or maneuvering in the drive aisle.

x

The project should reserve the non-mechanical parking spaces for retail customers and
designate the parking lift spaces for office and retail employees.

x

The project should install a warning system at the driveway entrance to inform customers if
customer spaces are occupied.
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Attachment E

Project Plans
During Shelter-in-Place, project plans are only available online.

Directions to review Project plans online:
1. Go to: bit.ly/PApendingprojects
2. Scroll down to find “486 Hamilton Avenue” and click the address link
3. On this project specific webpage you will find a link to the project plans and
other important information

Direct Link to Project Webpage:
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/news/displaynews.asp?NewsID=4722&TargetID=319

Materials Boards:
During Shelter-in-Place, color and material boards will be available to view in the display case
outside of City Hall, on the exterior elevator near the corner of Hamilton Ave. and Bryant St.
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